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The National Consumer Law Center1 (NCLC) submits these comments on behalf of its low-income
clients and on behalf of the National Association of Consumer Advocates.2
We support the National Credit Union Administration’s (NCUA) proposed rulemaking requiring
federally insured credit unions (FICUs) to maintain written policies governing loan workouts. Requiring
written loan workout policies is a sensible step that will promote the transparency and accountability of the
credit unions.
We also applaud NCUA for moving to more commonsense reporting of troubled debt restructured
loans (TDR loans) in the FICUs’ Call Reports. Permitting modified loans to be reported as current when
payments are made according to the modified terms is prudent and responsible. It reflects the economic
realities better than the current reporting requirements. This more realistic reporting should encourage credit
unions to perform more loan modifications. The result will be fewer foreclosures and more sustainable,
performing loan modifications, improving the long-term safety and soundness of the federally insured credit
unions.
The existing TDR reporting requirement discourages sustainable loan modifications. Permanent loan
modifications result in better long-term outcomes for homeowners and creditors than do short-term
modifications, because short-term modifications result in much higher rates of redefault.3 But NCUA
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currently requires credit unions to report the delinquency status of permanently modified loans that qualify as
TDRs based on the original contract terms, until the homeowner makes six consecutive payments under the
modified loan terms.4 This means that even if the homeowner is making all required payments, and indeed,
even if the homeowner has never missed a payment, because the loan was modified before the homeowner
fell into default, the credit union will have to show six months of delinquent payments on its books. Elevated
delinquency numbers, of course, can lead to adverse consequences for the credit unions in a variety of ways.
Faced with those adverse consequences, rational actors may well choose temporary modifications5 because
temporary modifications do not trigger the TDR delinquency reporting requirements.
The result of the current reporting scheme is that credit unions that offer permanent modifications
have elevated delinquency numbers over credit unions that offer temporary modifications. Requiring
modified but performing loans to be reported as delinquent unfairly penalizes credit unions that offer
homeowners sustainable loan modifications and discourages sustainable modifications. Because the
temporary modifications favored by the current rules are not sustainable, the current rules undermine the
safety and soundness of the FICUs, as well as obscuring the reality that the loan is, in fact, performing as
agreed.
Offering homeowners temporary agreements that are not sustainable does not promote the longterm safety and soundness of the federal credit unions. Allowing FICUs to report TDRs as current when
payments are being made under the modified terms is, in itself, reasonable and promotes the long-term safety
and soundness of the FICUs. We applaud NCUA’s proposed changes to the delinquency reporting rules for
TDRs.
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